 Christoph Harvey, CEO, CPL24

....up to 30%

Cuts the cost & efforts of monthly SPLA reporting by 90% plus
CPL24 not only provides full IT asset management of the hosters / CSPs complete
infrastructure, it also monitors it and delivers an audit compliant SPLA report at the push of
a button at any time.

Lengthy and expensive audits are a thing of the past
CPL24 not only tracks your today, but contains change management and archives your
history, so that, at the time of an audit, specified for the timeframe of the audit, it will deliver
the reporting data down to user and machine levels in relation to the then relevant contracts
…..and all that data is recorded and remains in the system 100% revision proof

with CPL24 you can concentrate on running your business, knowing that you will not be
caught out in matters of licensing compliance

Implementation is a matter of days
CPL24 is usually installed in 1-3 days, allowing for a full first inventory in days.
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CPL24 is cost effective in its implementation, roll-out and cost-of-ownership.
It automates your license and asset management and insures audit-proof
licensing, avoiding unnecessary and often expensive re-licensing costs.
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as the result of 20 years combined SPLA and ITAM know-how, CPL24:
is the only solution on the market, which covers the entire SPLA catalogue in
automated processes (especially User SAL)
covers all SPLA contract rules, like possible vs. actual use of software, true peak
usage reporting, license assignments taking into all possibilities into account, i.e.
one-click views (and associated reports) between deployment and reporting
summaries

all transactions are logged with time stamps, based on time from / time to
continuous monitoring of VM movements between hosts as well as customers,
also generating licensing recalculation where appropriate
optimizes reporting for the customer based on his SPLA contracts and their
validities
6

only solution which can run a complete inventory integrated in the solution.
No technology restrictions (i.e. OSE devices with identical names), no proprietary
communication ports (no security risk).
only solution that can generate drill down reports to an individual system
or user, including time based reporting to compare for example monthly,
quarterly or yearly trends and data.
only solution that today can track user based licenses, differentiating
between user accounts (i.e. service user, resource accounts, admin accounts,
etc.).
automated reporting structure by customer enrollment number and pooling /
exclusion of below $1k clients.

…….and the beat goes on
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CPL24 agent works for devices starting from XP/2003, does not
require a separate installation by customer, but gets rolled out with
implementation, given customer several choices on the how (i.e. via
scheduled task, IP ranges, etc.).

Completely HTTPS protocols
based, allows all and any
devices connected to the
internet to be part of the
infrastructure
CPL24 RSaF web service is
stateless IIS service, allowing
for CPL24 to scale in Azure.
The RSaF web service also
allows multi-hop data delivery.
Free to choose between
Windows or web client.
Web client is 100% java script,
i.e. no additional client plug-ins.
CPL24 cloud allows for admin
users to use Microsoft account
login (OAuth2).
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License- & Software and IT Asset Management:
...for 40.000 Microsoft / 150.000 UNIX Systems /10 entities in Europe
...audit-proof license management for Microsoft SPLA
... Automated monthly SPLA reporting to Microsoft
...individual customization:
Synchronization of contract data between the 10 GoDaddy Europe companies to
CPL24 (via existing CPL24 API)
automatic creation of CPL24 customer data from contract data
Matching of contract and inventory data
Individualization of the inventory agent for customer inventory systems
GUI design customization for custom branding & CI
(without losing update security)
9
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…..and here comes the kicker!
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 It‘s SPLA audit certified
 It‘s CSP ready

It‘s Smooth
sailing with

 It‘s GDPR compliant

 It‘s cost effective

It simply works
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instagram.com/cpl24_gmbh
@CPL24GmbH

bit.ly/CPL24-YT

CPL24 GmbH
Arthur-Hoffmann-Straße 175

04277 Leipzig
Fon/Fax +49 (0) 341 39 29 60 60

eMail info@cpl24.com
www.cpl24.com
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